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INTRODUCTION

The next steps involve the client providing 4XC with more 

information about their strategy.

To request to become a strategy provider, the client must log in to the Client Portal, 

scroll to the Left menu and select Investments > Become a strategy owner.

The client then must confirm their choice by clicking the 

"Make me a Strategy owner" button.

Any client of 4XC can become 
a Strategy provider (aka PAMM).



Provide information about 
your strategy. 

This section requires some information about the client and their strategy. 

The client can also choose to convert their existing account into a Strategy 

owner account, or create a totally separate one.

STEP 1 : ABOUT 



STEP 2 : T IERS

Fill out all the required forms under the “Tiers” section. The client should assess how 

they’d like to charge investors under each tier (maximum of 5 tiers), paying close 

attention to the following:

This fee is calculated daily and is 
based on a high-water-mark.

% Cut (aka Performance fee)

You can charge based on 

these selections:

This fee is taken once the investor 
joins the strategy. 

One-time fee (aka Joining fee)

� None

� Percentage

� Fixed amount

This fee is periodically deducted from the 
invested amount.

Recurring fee (aka Management fee)

The client can charge based 

on these selections:

� None

� Percentage

� Fixed amount
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The client will then need to notify us of the conditions they wish to set to join or leave the 

Strategy. These conditions include important parts such as minimum and maximum 

investment amount, trade history visibility, and communication access.

STEP 3 : CONDITIONS



The client should then carefully read the agreement. If they're happy with the 

terms, they can navigate to the bottom of the page and accept the agreement by clicking 

the "Make me a strategy owner" button.

After the client has successfully completed the application form, they can 

expect to hear back from us in 1 working day to confirm whether the 

strategy has been approved or denied. 

We will contact the Strategy provider if we have any 

follow-up questions regarding their strategy.

STEP 4 : AGREEMENT



Trading Forex/CFDs on margin carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors as you could sustain losses in 
excess of deposits. The products are intended for retail, professional and eligible counterparty clients. For clients who maintain 
account(s) with 4XC, retail clients could sustain a total loss of deposited funds but are not subject to subsequent payment 
obligations beyond the deposited funds and professional clients could sustain losses in excess of deposits. Prior to trading any 
products offered by 4XC, any affiliates of aforementioned firms, or other firms within 4XC of companies [collectively the “4xCube 
Ltd”], carefully consider your financial situation and experience level. 4xCube Ltd may provide general commentary which is not 
intended as investment advice and must not be construed as such. Seek advice from a separate financial advisor. 4xCube Ltd 
assumes no liability for errors, inaccuracies or omissions; does not warrant the accuracy, completeness of information, text, 
graphics, links or other items contained within these materials. Read and understand the Terms and Conditions on 4xCube Ltd 

websites prior to taking further action.

4XC is a trademark of 4xCube Ltd, registered in the Cook Islands with number ICA 12767/2018 and licensed by the FSC (Financial 
Supervisory Commission) with Money-Changing License number MC03/2018 (License applies only to Forex Products)

4xCube Ltd is audited by McMillan Woods.

4xCube Ltd does not offer its services to residents of certain jurisdictions such as USA, Iraq, Iran, Myanmar and North Korea.

"The information provided in this brochure is for informational purposes only and it's not considered to be an advice or 

Recommendation of any Kind whatsoever. Anyone who wishes to use our Copy Trading functionality, takes full responsibility for their 

actions. We recommend you to do your due diligence on any information perceived from this brochure. **Trading is risky."
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Q: Can investors view the strategy at all times?

A: The strategy is only visible at all times if the Strategy owner chooses 

to make it visible. The only time when the strategy may be hidden from 

clients is if, within two consistent months, there has been no trading 

activity (no open/closed trades).

Q: Can I make changes to my strategy after it has been approved?

A: Yes, it is possible. The strategy owner can request any time after approval 

to make changes to their strategy and the fees they wish to charge.

FAQ


